
Ascension of Southshire 

To the nation of 

Yoahtl  

 
Terms 
- Southshire will join Yoahtl as an autonomous town under the terms described by Council 
Decision 9.6 
- As an autonomous town, Southshire will be allowed the following sovereign rights 

● The right to retain a separate legal system and legal code from Yoahtl proper free from 
interference by the government of Yoahtl 

● The right to retain separate citizenship and residency rules from Yoahtl 
● The right to enter into trade agreements and economic relations with foreign powers  
● The right to opt out of contributing men and war materiel in times of conflict 
● The right for the land of Southshire to be considered sovereign and indivisible, unable to 

be seized by the government of Yoahtl without consent  
● The right to have the opportunity for individuals to become citizens of Yoahtl proper free 

of legal conflict and this shall be considered different than a dual citizenship 
- In return for this, Southshire cedes the following rights to the government of Yoahtl 

● The right to form alliances or military agreements with foreign powers except in cases 
where the government of Yoahtl consents 

● The right to enter into military conflicts or participate in supplying nations and 
organizations engaged in warfare except with consent from the government of Yoahtl 

● The right of the government of Yoahtl to hold Southshire citizens accountable for actions 
which bring threat or reality of military conflict on Yoahtl and to hold them accountable 
within the main court system of Yoahtl as their actions have violated Southshire’s 
autonomous status within Yoahtl by bringing both into conflict with outside powers 

- Southshire’s core citizenry is eligible to become citizens of Yoahtl proper and this will confer 
on them the same rights as all other citizens including factory access, citadel access, unrestricted 
travel, and the right to use the legal system in full and typical legal standing as any other citizen 
- Orinnari, Cinzar, StrPlatinum, and Jyn are to be made citizens of Yoahtl by order of Alcuahtl 
bgbba 
 



Signed 
 
Bgbba, Alcuahtl of Yoahtl with consent of the Council of Yoahtl 
 
Cinzar, Prime Minister of Southshire 
 
Orinnari, Member of Parliament of Southshire 
 
StrPlatinum, Deputy and Member of Parliament of Southshire 
 
Jyn, Deputy of Southshire 
 
 


